Why use Pine Straw?

The benefits of Pine Straw are low maintenance, ability to maintain soil moisture, prevents weeds from germinating & provide a uniform color that goes well with other landscaping.

DO’S & DON'T’S

May DO’s
- Finish Pine Strawing/Mulching
- Re-shape Bed-lines
- Check and run irrigation systems

May DON'T’s
- Don’t prune trees
- Don’t prune Hydrangeas

What’s Blooming
- Roses
- Azaleas
- Grass
Pulling the Pine Straw apart and placing it in the trench area will keep a consistent look to your landscape.

Using a shovel or flat tool, tuck in the excess Pine Straw to create a crisp and clean look to the landscape.

**COMING UP NEXT AT THE LANDSHARK LANDSCAPER**

Having trouble planting flowers so they align correctly in your yard? Next month, we will offer some tips to help plant flowers so they are all evenly spaced out and techniques that will help create a beautiful landscape.